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§0. Motivation and introduction 

Recently several people including the authors investigate various 
kinds of generalized spherical functions on relatively small Lie groups. 
The typical situation of the problem is as follows. 

Let G be a semisimple Lie group with finite center and R a closed 
subgroup. Let .1r be an admissible (irreducible) representation of G, 
and 'Tl an irreducible admissible or unitary representation of R. Form 
the smooth induction of Indi('Tl) from R to G. Then we consider the 
intertwining space Homa(1r, Indi('Tl)). 

Our concern is the case where R is "large enough" so that the above 
intertwining space becomes of finite dimension. This kind of problem is 
standard in the local theory of automorphic forms and representations. 

If we take a nonzero element T E Homa ( 7r, Indi ('Tl)), then the image 
Im(T) of Tis a realization (or a model) of 1r in Indi('Tl)-

A most popular case is when R is the maximal unipotent subgroup 
and 'Tl a unitary non-degenerate character of R. Then the intertwiners 
are called Whittaker functionals. These are investigated mainly to define 
automorphic £-functions in GLn case (Jacquet, Piatetski-Shapiro and 
Shalika [8, 9]) not only for the real field but also for the 1radic fields. 
Fundamental results on Whittaker models over the real field are found 
in the works of Kostant [11], Vogan [24] and Matumoto [12, 13]. 

More generally, there is a notion of Gel'fand-Graev representation, 
where R is a "good" subgroup of some parabolic subgroup of G. An 
attempt to classify representation of G using this kind of realization in 
Indi('Tl) is worked out by Yamashita [26, 27] for G = SU(2, 2). 
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If one wants to consider Fourier expansion of an automorphic form 
on G with respect to a discrete subgroup r, then depending on the 
choice of standard parabolic subgroups compatible with the rational 
structure of r, we have various different kinds of Fourier expansions: 
one is the classical expansion with respect to the Siegel parabolic sub
group (say, in Sp(2, JR) or SU(2, 2) ), one is called the Fourier-Jacobi 
expansion, a Fourier expansion with respect to certain maximal para
bolic subgroup ([1]). 

However we know little about these expansions except for the holo
morphic automorphic forms when G / K, K being a maximal compact 
subgroup of G, is hermitian symmetric. Beyond this classical objects, 
we did not yet have any concrete results even for the most basic problem 
to investigate the special functions which appear in Fourier expansions 
of automorphic forms. More serious problem is that without some kind 
of uniqueness of such special functions (local multiplicity one theorem), 
it is impossible even to define the notion of Fourier coefficients of auto
morphic forms. 

But now, when 1r is a discrete series representation, and R is a 
stabilizer of a unitary character e: Ns --+ c(l) of the unipotent radical of 
the Siegel parabolic subgroup Ps of G = Sp(2; JR) or SU(2, 2) inside Ps, 
we know certain explicit formulae for the realization of 7r in Ind~(77) and 
multiplicity one theorem as corollary ([2, 14]). Among others, Gon [2] 
gave a very interesting result for the discrete series representation of 
Gel'fand-Kirillov dimension 5: roughly speaking, such a discrete series 
has a non-trivial model only when e is indefinite. In some sense, it is 
a reverse of the well-known Kocher principle for holomorphic discrete 
series. Also one of the authors worked the case of Whittaker model for 
the group SU(2, 2) ([3, 4, 5]). 

To push forward in this direction, in this paper we return to the most 
classical problem, i.e., to investigate the matrix coefficients of certain 
standard representations of SU(2, 2). This is the case R is equal to the 
maximal compact subgroup K. 

More specifically we have a few direct reasons to investigate this: 

1. The functions in the Whittaker models investigated by Miyazaki 
and Gon, are considered as the confluence version of spherical 
functions; 

2. The matrix coefficients of the discrete series are analogue of the 
Bergmallfi kernel in the case of holomorphic discrete series. The 
matrix coefficients of principal PJ-series may be useful to define 
certain Green functions which should have some relation with 
arithmetic intersection theory. 
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Apart from number theoretical problem, our results give examples 
of integrable system and special functions. Although there is a large 
literature on spherical functions, they mostly discuss only zonal spherical 
functions if the rank of G 2:: 2. Our cases have non-trivial K-types. 

The contents of this article are partly a short review on former 
results discussed above, and an announcement on recent results on the 
matrix coefficient as the title indicates. 

The contents read as follows: 
§1. Notations, principal PJ-Series and discrete series of SU(2, 2). 
§2. Whittaker functions. 
§3. Generalized Whittaker functions (Siegel case). 
§4. Matrix coefficients: PJ-series 
§5. Matrix coefficients: the middle discrete series 
§6. Further problems and some comments 
Let us discuss the part of the new results in more detail (§§4, 5). 
Our concern in these sections is to have an explicit formula of the 

radial part of the matrix coefficients with some K-type of 1r; 7r is ei
ther certain generalized principal series representation, i.e., principal 
PJ-Series, or the middle discrete series representation of the real unitary 
group SU(2, 2) of signature (2+, 2-). 

The non-compact Lie group G = SU(2, 2) of dimension 15 has two 
types of the standard maximal parabolic subgroups. One, which corre
sponds to the long root in the restricted root system ( Cr type), that has 
non-abelian unipotent radical, is denote by PJ = MJAJNJ. 

Given a discrete series representation u of MJ and a complex linear 
form v on the Lie algebra aJ = Lie(AJ), the parabolic induction 7rpJ = 

Ind~J (u@e"+PJ ® lNJ) is a principal PJ-series representation of G. Here 
PJ denotes the half-sum of roots in the unipotent part NJ, e"+PJ: AJ ------, 
CC* the quasi-character with derivation v + PJ: aJ ------, CC, and u ® e"+PJ 
is the exterior tensor representation of the Levi part MJ AJ of PJ. 

As for the discrete series representations of SU(2, 2), there exist six 
inequivalent discrete series representations having the same infinitesimal 
character according to Harish-Chandra. Their Gel'fand-Kirillov dimen
sion (Dim) is between 4 and 6. We say 7rMD the middle discrete series 
representation if it attains Dim 7rMD = 5. 

Consider the subset consisting of the highest weights of the K-types 
occurring in 7rpJ IK in the weight lattice of the maximal compact sub
group K of G. Then we can find that it is a "translation" of the similar 
set of the highest weights of the K-types of a large discrete series rep
resentation of G, here "large" is in the sense of Kostant-Vogan. i.e., 
Dim 1r = 6 in our situation. Therefore corresponding to the minimal 
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K-type of a large discrete series, we can consider the "corner" K-type 
of our 1r ([4, §4.3]). 

Let T be the irreducible finite-dimensional representation of K such 
that its dual r* is the corner (resp. the minimal) K-type of 7rpJ (resp. 7rMo). 

Fix a basis { vi}0:5i:5d of the representation space W.,. of r, and let 
{vJ} be its dual basis in W.,. •. Then we c~ form (d+ 1) x (d+ 1)-matrix 

~(g) := (1r(g)vl,vJ)o:5i,i:5d = (ci,i(a))o:5i,i:5d· 

Here ( *, *) is the given inner product on the representation space Hir of 
a Hilbert space representation 1r. The value of ~ is determined by its 
restriction ~IA to the radical part A~ (lR>0 )2, because of the Cartan 
decomposition G = KAK. 

Our main result is to show that 1) if 1r = 7rpJ the radial part of each 
entry of the matrix ~ satisfies a holonomic system which is equivalent to 
Appell's hypergeometric system of type F2 , in fact, it is the modified F2 

system ([23, p. 211, (2.1)]) and to have an integral representation of it in 
terms of Gaussian hypergeometric series (Theorem 4.4); 2) if 1r = 7rMD 

the radial part is expressed by the sum of the Gaussian hypergeometric 
functions 2 F1 of one variable with Harish-Chandra transformation of the 
variables (Theorem 5.4). 

Let us explain the outline of the method of proof. Set M = ZA(K) 
the centralizer of A in K. Then ~(mam-1) = ~(a) for any a EA and 
m EM. This M-compatibility implies that many entries of the matrix 
~(a) vanishes (cf. (4.15)). Let n be the Casimir operator in Z(g). Then, 
since 1r is quasi-simple, the A-radial part PA(n) of n acts on ~IA as a 
scalar multiple of x,..(n), the value of the infinitesimal character x,.. of 
7r at n: 

PA(n)(~IA) = x,..(n)(~IA). 

Moreover we consider a gradient-type operator called the Schmid oper
ator v7 71,.,.. (§1.9). Using a non-compact root 8 such that the shift of the 
corner K-type T by 8 is no longer a K-type of 1r, we can construct 

(cf. (1.7)) 

Those differential operators produce a number of difference-differential 
equations satisfied by Ci,j(a), whose straightforward solutions will give 
the results. 

We make a few remarks. Our result of the case 1rpJ is quite similar 
to that of Iida (7]. There should be an explanation by the fact that the 
restricted root system of Sp(2; JR) and SU(2, 2) are both of C2-type. 
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As seen from the results, the complexity of the solution reflects the 
size of the representation of G. So the matrix coefficients of the "large" 
discrete series also satisfy the similar formula as that of 1r pJ, which will 
be discussed elsewhere. 

This article is based on the talks in the symposium held at Hayashibara 
Institute on July, 1997 and in the subsequent symposium held at Yukawa 
Institute in Kyoto University on August, 1997. 

§1. Notations, principal Prseries and discrete series of SU(2, 2) 

1.1. Lie groups and Lie algebras 

Our Lie group is the special unitary group of real dimension 15 

G = SU(2, 2) = {g E SL4(C) I tgl2,2g = 12,2}; 12,2 = diag(l, 1, -1, -1) 

with Lie algebra 

We fix a maximal compact subgroup K ~ S(U(2) x U(2)) of G with its 
Lie algebra 

It is 7-dimensional. We fix a compact Cartan subgroup T of G consisting 
of the diagonal matrices in K. Complexification of g, t and t = Lie(T) 
are denoted by gic, tic, and tic, respectively. 

We denote by Xij the matrix unit with 1 at (i,j)-component. The 
complement space of the Cartan decomposition g = t EfJ p is given by 

A maximal abelian subspace in p is given by 

with H 1 = X 13 + X 31 , H2 = X24 + X42. Moreover we set 

A= exp(a), M = ZK(A), m = Je(a). 
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Then 

M = {exp(0Hlo),ii I 0 E IR,j = 1,2}, m = IRHio 

with matrices 
"Y =Io= diag(l, -1, 1, -1). 

Define matrices hi, ei,± (i = 1, 2) by 

h1 = diag(l,-1,0,0), 

h2 = diag(O, 0, 1, -1), 

e1,+ = X12, 

e2,+ = X34, 

e1,- = X21, 

e2,- = X43. 

Let J(tic) = CJ2,2 be the center of tic. Then {hi, ei,± (i = 1, 2)} is a 
basis of the commutator algebra [tic, tel, and tic = 3(tc) EB [tic, tic]. The 
set { h1, h2, h2} is a basis of the Cartan subalgebra tic. 

It is convenient to set Zij =Xii-Xii for (i,j) = (1,3) or (2,4). 
Then 

1.2. The restricted root system 
Define two linear forms Ai E a* (i = 1, 2) on a by >.i(Hj) = 8ij• 

Then the restricted root system of g with respect to a, which is of type 
C2, is given by 

For a fixed positive system~+= {>.1 ±>.2, 2>.1, 2>.2}, the associated root 
space decomposition is given as 

with g2,x1 = IRE1, 92.>.2 = IRE2, 9.>.1 +.>.2 = IRE3 + IRE4, g,x1 -.>.2 = IRE5 + 
IRE6 and 

g_µ = tgµ = ex i x E gµ}-

Here 

C 
-1 

:) , C 
0 

R 0 R 1 -1), E1 = -2- 1 -1 E2 = -2- 0 0 
0 1 -1 

1 -1) 
E,-~ (: 

1 -1) 1 (-1 1 -1 
E3= - 1 -1 ' 1 -1 ' 2 

-1 1 -1 
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regarding blank entries as zero. Put also nm = I::>.E~+ 9>.· 

1.3. The Casimir operator 
By definition, the Casimir operator is given by 

as an element of U(g). It is rewritten as 

55 

by using the commutation relation [Ej, t Ej] = Hi (j = 1, 2), [Ej, t Ei] = 
H1 + H2 (j = 3, 4), and [Ej, t Ei] = H1 - H2 (j = 5, 6). 

1.4. Hyperbolic trigonometric functions 
We identify (a1, a2) E A with (JR~)2 and set 

1 1 sh(a·) = -(a· - a-:- ) 
i 2 i i ' 

1 -1 
ch(ai) = 2(ai + ai ), 

th(ai) = sh(ai)/ ch(ai), cth(ai) = ch(ai)/ sh(ai) 

and define two variable functions 

Added to the basic relations 

ch(a)2-sh(a)2 = 1, sh(a2) = 2sh(a) ch(a), ch(a2) = ch(a)2+sh(a)2, 

in this paper we particularly use 

(1.1) sh(ai/a2)2 + sh(a1a2)2 = ch(aD ch(a~) - 1 

= 2(sh(a1)2 + sh(a,2)2 + 2sh(a1)2 sh(a2)2) 

ch(a1a2) sh(ai/a2)2 + ch(a1/a2) sh(a1a2)2 

= 2ch(a1) ch(a2)(sh(a1)2 + sh(a2)2). 
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Moreover for Euler operators 8i = ai8/8ai (i = 1, 2), we have 

(1.2) 8i(sh(ai)) = ch(ai), 8i(ch(ai)) = sh(ai), 

8i. _E_ = _E_. ((-l)i-1 sh(ai)2 - cth(a;) + _1 _). 
ch(ai) ch(ai) D sh(a:) 

1.5. K-modules and projectors 

Let /3 E fc. We mean by /3 = [r, s; u] that r = /3(h1), s = /3(h2) and 

u = /3(h,2). Then the non-compact roots .6.n with respect to (gic, tic) is 

b.n = {[±1, ±1; ±2]} 

and the positive system is fixed as .6.n,+ = {[±1, ±1; 2]}. 
Let d1, d2 E Z>o and d3 E Z. For d = [d1, d2; d3] E tc, define 

Td E K and its repre~entation space Vd = {ftt I O :::; k1 :::; d1 }ic by the 
following rule (j = 1, 2): 

(d) _ ( (d) 
Td(h1·)fk k - 2k1· - dj)Jk k , 1, 2 1, 2 

T (I )f(d) - d f (d) d 2,2 k1,k2 - 3 k1,k2' 

T (e · )f(d) - (d · - k ·)f(d) T (e · )f(d) = k ·f(d) d J,+ k1 ,k2 - J J k1 +81; ,k2+82;' d J,- k1,k2 J k1 -81; ,k2-82; · 

We refer to {fk(d)k } as the standard basis. K is exhausted by 
1, 2 

The adjoint representation Ad = Adpc of K on Pie is decomposed 
into a direct sum of two irreducible subrepresentations: Pie = P+ + P-, 
where 

P+ = <CX13 + <CX14 + <CX23 + <CX24, 

In fact, Ad± = Ad IP± are isomorphic to T[l,l;±2], respectively. 

L+ : (X23, X13, X24, X14) 1--+ (Joo, ho, - !01, - !11), 

L: (X41,X31,X42,X32) 1--+ Uoo,f01,-f10,-f11), ([3, Prop. 3.10].) 

The irreducible decomposition of t'ic-module Vd ® Pc is given by 

(1.3) vd ®Pc= vd ® P- EB vd ® P-, vd ® P± c:::- EB vd+8 

8E.3.n,± 

Therefore the projectors 

(1.4) 

are uniquely determined up to constant and the explicit formula is found 
in [3, Lemma 3.12]. 
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1.6. Principal PJ-series 

Put aJ = IRH1, nJ = 92-\1 + 9-\1 +-\2 + 9-\1 -,\2 , AJ = exp aJ, NJ = 
expnJ and mJ = IRH2 + IRE2 + IR;=TZ24 + m. Then by definition, 
the Jacobi parabolic subgroup PJ of G is given by PJ = MJAJNJ with 
MJ = ZK(aJ) exp(mJ). 

Let Dp0 be the discrete series of SU(l, 1) with Blattner parameter p0 

(IPol ~ 2). We identify MJ ~ (C(l) xSU(l, 1). By definition, the principal 
PJ-series '11"pJ(m,po; v) = Ind~J(ev'-lmO Dp0 © ev+PJ 01) consists of the 
smooth functions on G satisfying 

for quasi-character av+PJ: A----+ ex of A (v EC, PJ = 3>.1). 
We consider as a typical multiplicity-one K-type of 7rpJ, a corner 

K-type 1°d with property: 1) it is of minimum dimension in 7rpJ IK; 2) 
Td+6 is not a K-type for a non-compact root 8 such that Td+6 EK. For 
example, if 7rpJ = 7rpJ(m,p0 ; v) (m,p0 > 0), then the corner K-type is 
given by d = [O, m; 2po - m] ([4, p. 541]). 

1. 7. Middle discrete series 

We fix the compact positive roots as .3.c = {[2, O; OJ, [0, 2; 0]}. There 
exist 6 positive systems containing .3.c. According to Harish-Chandra's 
result, a regular, dominant integral weight A with respect to the pos
itive system ( the Harish-Chandra parameter) defines a discrete series 
representation. If {[1, ±1; ±2]} (resp. {[±1, 1; ±2]}) is chosen as a (non
compact) positive system, the set of Harish-Chandra parameters is de
noted by Sm (resp. S1v). Precisely, for A= [A1,A2;A3], A is contained 
in Sm (resp. S1v) whenA1 -A2 > IA3I (resp. A2-A1 > IA3I)- Then the 
resulting representation is of Gel'fand-Kirillov dimension 5, to which we 
refer as the middle discrete series representation. 

It contains a unique minimal K-type Td (d = [r, s; u]). Its parameter 
d is obtained from the Harish-Chandra parameter by d = A + Pn - Pc 
using a half sum Pn, Pc ([10, IX,§7]). In the middle discrete series case, 
one has d = [A1 ± 1, A2 =f 1; A3] for given Harish-Chandra A E Sm or 
.::.iv-

1.8. R-model 
Let R be a closed subgroup of G with double coset decomposition 

(1.5) 

Here a is a regular element in some vector subgroup A of G and t = 
Lie(R). Let (TJ, V11 ) an irreducible unitary (or Frechet) representation of 
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R and define a smooth induction Ind~('IJ) and its representation space 
C:;;'°(R\G) consisting of Vry-valued smooth functions satisfying 

f(rg) = ry(r)f(g) (r ER), 

on which G acts by right translation. For an irreducible admissible rep
resentation (n, Hrr) of G, choose an element <I>71",7J of intertwining space: 

I(n, ry) = Hom(g,K)(H71",K, C;'°(R\G)). 

We call the image of <I>71",7J a R-model of 7!". 

To describe a spherical function, suppose that ( T, VT) E K is a 
multiplicity-one K-type of 7!". By restriction, <I>71",7J is regarded as an ele
ment of HomK(VT, C:;;'°(R\G)). Define Vry 0 VT•-valued function <I>71",7J,T* 
by 

for canonical pairing (w 0 v*, v) = v*(v) · w (w E Vry, v E Vr, v* E VT*). 
We say <I>71",7J,T* as a ('IJ, 7*)-spherical function of n, which belongs to 

In view of (1.5), a function in c;:T. (R\G/ K) is determined by its 
restriction to A, i.e., its A-radial part. We want to find differential 
equations of the A-radial part of <I>71",7J,T*. 

Sometimes they define a holonomic system and the intertwining 
space I( 7r, 'I}) is isomorphic to, or a subspace of the solution space of this 
system; when 7r belongs to the discrete series ([22, 26]) and R-model is 
the Whittaker model ([11]) is a typical case. 

1.9. The Schmid operator 

For cf> E c;:T.(R\G/K), define v'ry,T* by 

(1.6) v'ry,T•c/>(g) = LRxic/>(g) 0X1 
j 

with orthonormal basis {Xk} of p and Rx the differentiation of the 
right translation. v' '1,T* is determined independently of the choice of 
such orthonormal bases. 

Suppose that 7r has a special K-type T with property that a con
stituent 15 of T0Ad is not a K-type of n. Put the projector P 8 : T0Ad........, 
15. Then considering the composition 
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( 8* is such that To• could be contragredient of To), one has 

(1.7) o• P O 'v 71,r• cp,..,.,,r• = 0. 

Such a special K-type exists if, 1) 1r: discrete series, then Tis its minimal 
K-type, 2) 1r: principal Prseries, then Tis the corner K-type defined in 
§1.6. 

1.10. A-radial part of the Schmid operator 

Let¢ E C~r•(R\G/K) and F = ¢IA- Then the A-radial part of 
v' .,,r• is defined by 

It is computed as follows. 
Decompose X E Pc into 

along (1.5). Then 

Rxcp(a) ®X 

(1.8) 
= RAd(a-l)X, ¢(a) 0 X + Rx. ¢(a) 0 X + Rx, ¢(a) 0 X 

= (77(Xt) 0 lv.,.. )(¢(a) 0 X) + 8(Xa)¢(a) 0 X 

- Iv" 0 (T 0 Ad)(X,)(¢(a) 0 X) + ¢(a) 0 Ad(X,)X 

where 8(X)¢(a) = (d/dt)t=o¢(aexp(tX)). Thus, if we write 

cp,..,.,,r• (g) = ~::::cv,w(g) W 0 V 

w,v 

using bases { w} of V., and { v} of Vr•, we can compute the A-radial part 
of ( 1. 7). It is a system of difference-differential equations of the A-radial 
part of the coefficients { c.,,, w (a)}. 

In our late discussion, the group A is the same for various choice of 
R. It is the vector part of the maximally JR-split Cartan subgroup of G. 
For some "spherical" subgroup R, A might be I-dimensional, but we do 
not discuss such cases in this paper. 

§2. Whittaker functions 

In this section, we select R = Nm the maximal unipotent subgroup 
of G with Iwasawa decomposition G = NmAK and 77 a nondegenerate 
unitary character of N. We consider 1r = 1rpJ case, for only the large 
discrete series representations admit Whittaker models. 
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2.1. Differential equations of PJ-series Whittaker func
tions 

Let 'f} be a nondegenerate unitary character of Nm. We put 

'f/2 = H,ry(E2), 

then by definition, ry2 and 'f/o are nonzero real numbers. Let 1r be a 
principal PJ-series representation and <I> = <I>1r,r,,T* a spherical function 

in C';/(:T* (N\G/ K) defined in §1.8, where TE K is a corner K-type of 1r. 

For simplicity, we state the results in the case of 1r = 1rpjm, -p0 ; v) 
with m ~ 0 and p0 > 0. Then the corner K-type is given by [m, O; m -
2p0 ]. Let d* = [m, 0; 2p0 - m] for later convenience. 

Put <I>(g) = '£';,0 c1(g)J;f) using the standard basis. Then c1(g) = 
(<I>(g), (!jg'))*) E C;'(N\G) and is called a Whittaker function of 1r. 

Theorem ([4, Theorem 4.7]). Put 

( ) _ ( 2/2) m+po+2-j Po-jh ( ) c1 a1, a2 - exp -ry2a2 a 1 a2 1 a1, a2 . 

Then, h1 satisfies 

(2.9) { (8182 - (aif a2)2rJo)hj = 0, 
(8i + 8? + 21'1r,1 (81 + 82) - 2ry2a~82 + 'Y;.,1 - v 2)h1 = 0 

with 'Y1r,j = m + Po - 2j - 1. 

2.2. Integral representation of Whittaker functions 
Let Wis,µ,(z) be a classical Whittaker function ([25, 16.12]) with 

Whittaker's differential equation: 

(2.10) d2W + (-! + ~ + 1/4- µ2) W = 0. 
dz2 4 z z2 

Then one of the solutions of (2.9) can be represented by the following 
integral form under the condition ry2 > 0. 

Theorem ([4, Theorem 5.1]). Suppose that ry2 > 0. Then, 

(2.11) Cj(a1,a2) =Co. (-8ry2)m-jry{e-ri2aV2a;_n+vo+2-ja~o-j 
2 · 100 t2j-m-p0 +l/2W. (t) exp (4'f}2'f}oai _ _ t_2_) dt 

O,v t2 16 2 t 
0 ~~ 

Here c0 is a constant independent of j. 

We remark that the Whittaker function for the large discrete series 
has the similar integral representation ([5, Theorem 4.5]). 
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§3. Generalized Whittaker functions (Siegel case) 

We briefly review the recent results of Gon [2] about the middle 
discrete series (§3.2) and the principal PJ-series representation (§3.3). 

3.1. A spherical subgroup attached to the unipotent radial 
of the Siegel parabolic subgroup 

Let ns = g2-\1 + g2-\2 + g,\1 -,\2 , Ns = exp(ns) and Ls = Za(Ns)
Then Ps = LsNs is called a Siegel parabolic subgroup. Identifying Ns 
with hermitian matrices: 

( -a cA+d) exp(aE1 + bE2 + cE3 + dE4) ~ -cA + d -b , 

one can parameterize its (nondegenerate) unitary characters e by the 
(nondegenerate) hermitian matrices Hf. by 

e(X) = exp (21r\f-l tr (Hf.X)) (X: hermitian). 

Without loss of generality, we assume that Hf.= diag(6, 6) with 6 > 0. 
L~t Stab Ls (e) be the stabilizer of e in Ls. Define SU(e) as the iden

tity component of Stab Ls (e), isomorphic to SU(2) or SU(l, 1) according 
to Hf. being definite or indefinite. Take R = SU(e) ~ Ns and 'f/ = X@ e 
for an irreducible unitary representation x of SU(e). Then one can show 
that 

g = Ad(a- 1)(.su(e) + ns) +a+ t. 

An s[rtriple of su(ek is given by { he = Io, ee,+, ee,-}: 

In this section, we refer to the R-model with R = SU(e) ~ Ns as 
the genemlized Whittaker model. 

3.2. Generalized Whittaker functions for the middle dis-
crete series 

Theorem ([2, Theorems 13.11, 14.14]). Let A = [r - 1, s + l; u] E 
Sm and 7fA a middle discrete series representation with Harish-Chandra 
pammeter A having T[r,s;u] as its minimal K-type. Then the genemlized 
Whittaker model for 1r A exists uniquely if and only if He is indefinite and 
if x is a {limit of) discrete series Dp0 of Hf. with Po = r + s (mod 2) 
and l!Pol - rl ~ s. 
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Remarkably it contrasts to well-known "Kocher principle" for the 
holomorphic case. This theorem, so to say, a Kocher principle in re
verse, says that Fourier coefficients of automorphic forms belonging to 
the middle discrete series appear only over indefinite characters. 

The description of the generalized Whittaker functions is as follows. 
Denoting the representation space of Dp0 as Vp0 = EBjEpo+2z>o <Cv1 (we 
assume now p0 > 0), we put -

<I>,,..,7J,T* (g) = L L bp0 +2h,k,w(g) Vp0 +2h ® Jtl-
hEZ20 k,w 

Then bj,k,w = 0 unless j + 2k + 2w = r + s ([2, Lemma 14.8]) and 
the coefficient function bpo+2h,w := bPo+2h,(r+s-po)/2-w-h,w is given as 
follows: 

Theorem ([2, Theorem 14.14]). For a= (a1, a 2 ) EA, one has 

b (t-1f2a (-t )-1/2a ) = c. 0 /Po,-u)(a a )r+2-p0 /2 Po+2h,w <,,1 1, <,,2 2 w,h 1 2 

-nto,-u)(a2/a1) · .F~0 l(-41r(ai - am· e21r(a~-a~) 
(3.12) 

with constant c and 

a~~µ)= (r+s
2
-po ~w-h)(~)(µ';-µ ~l+h), 

nf ,µ)(t) = ch+µ/ 22F1 ((µ + µ')/2, -h; 1 - h + (µ - µ')/2; t), 

.F;,;'l (t) = cl+(µ' -r-s)/21F1 (-w; -s; t) 

where 2 F1 and 1Fi is the Gaussian hypergeometric function and Kum
mer's confluent hypergeometric function, respectively. 

Note that R,~-u,po\t) and .FM'0 )(t) are well-defined Laurent polyno
mials under the condition of the above Theorem. See [2, Theorem 14.14 
(b-3)] for Po < 0. 

3.3. Generalized Whittaker functions of the principal PJ
series 

In this subsection, we assume that Hr;_ is definite. Fix an ( n + 1 )
dimensional irreducible finite-dimensional representation Xn of Hr;_ and 
a standard basis { v 1 }.7 =O of x n. 

We consider the generalized Whittaker model for a principal PJ
series 1r = 1r PJ ( m, -po; 11), assuming m 2: 0, p0 > 0 for simplicity. Then 
the corner K-type of 1r is given by [m, 0; m - 2p0 ] and as usual, set 
d* = [m, 0; 2po - m]. 
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Theorem ([2, Theorem 8.14]). If the generalized Whittaker model ex
ists for 1r, then it satisfies n :2: m and n + m E 22. 

Put n' = ( n - m) /2 E Z and 

n m 

- '"""''"""' (d*) 4>7r,Xn0.;,r,'j (g) - ~ ~ Cj,k(g) Vj Q9 fk,O · 
j=0k=0 

Then Cj,k = 0 unless j = n' + m - k ([2, Lemma 6.2]); we simply write 
ck instead of Cn'+m-k,k· 

Theorem ([2, Theorem 8.15]). For (a1 , a 2 ) EA, one has 

(3.13) Ck (~;112a1, ~;-112a2) = C. (-It (7) (n': k) 
. a;n-k+Po+2a~+Po+2(ai _ a~)n'. e-27r(ai+a~) 

· 11 
F(21r(ait+a~(l-t)))tn'+m-k(1-tr'+kdt, 

for constant c, where 

F( ) z -(n+po+2)/2w (2 ) 
Z = e Z (po-n-2)/2,v/2 Z 

and Whittaker's confluent hypergeometric function W"',I' (cf. (2.10)). 

The similar results for Sp(2; JR) were obtained by Miyazaki [14]. In 
fact, the Whittaker function of PJ-series of Sp(2; JR) satisfies almost the 
same differential equations as those of SU(2, 2). 

§4. Matrix coefficients: PJ-series 

4.1. (r, r*)-matrix coefficients 
From now on, we concentrate on the problem of matrix coefficients. 
Let ( 7r, H7r) be an irreducible admissible representation of G and 

( T, V) its multiplicity-one K-type. We identify the representation spaces 
V, V* with their unique images in H7r, H; respectively. 

The matrix coefficient of 1r is defined by 

(1r(g)v, w*) 

for v E V C Hrr, w* E V* C H;. Put 

v,w 
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where { v} and { w} run bases of V and { v*} and { w*} are their dual 
bases, respectively. 

We take R = Kand 'T/ = Tin the notation of §1.8, then <I>1r coincides 
with the spherical function <I>1r, 7 , 7 •. In fact, defining <I>1r, 7 by 

(4.14) 
v,w 

then we see that <I>1r, 7 is in I(1r, T). 
We remark that because of (1r(g)v,w*) = (v,1r*(g- 1)w*), we can 

regard <I>1r(g- 1 ) as a matrix coefficients of 1r* by changing the role of 
right and left actions of K. 

In the following, we choose as such a basis the standard one intro
duced in §1.5. Namely, letting T = Td with d = [r, s; u], then TJ '::::'. Td* 

(d* = [r, s; -u]) so that V = EBk I Cfk(d\ , V* = EBk I Cfkd*/. For 
1,1 1,1 2,2 2,2 

simplicity we write the index M = ( k1, li; k2, l2). Then, taking w = fk( d)l 
1, 1 

and v* = f (d*) define 
k2,b' 

Note that the isomorphism ( Td)* '::::'. Td• is given by 

(f (d))* ~ (-l)k+l (r) (s) f(d*) 
k,l k [ r-k,s-/· 

The component CM (g) is determined uniquely by its restriction to 
A considering the Cartan decomposition G = KAK. For any element 
m of the centralizer ZK(A) of A in K, </> E C';{!7 ,(K\G/K) satisfies 

(a EA). 

Accordingly, if CM (M = (k1 , li; k2 , b)) is not zero then it should satisfy 

(4.15) k1+li+k2+b=r+s. 

4.2. Matrix coefficients of PJ-series 

For simplicity, we consider only 1rpJ = 1rpJ (m, -p0 ; v) with m,p0 > 
0. Then the corner K-type of 7rpJ is given by [m, O; -2p0 + m]. We put 
d* = [m, O; 2p0 - m] as in §4.1. Since [m - 1, 1; m - 2p0 - 2] does not 
give a K -type of 7r pJ, it follows 

(4.16) (8 = [-1, 1; -2]). 
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Obviously <I>1rpJ satisfies the following equation for the Casimir element 
0, 

(4.17) PA(O)<I> = x(1rpJ)<I>, x(1rpJ) = v2 + (po - 1)2 -10 + m 2 /2. 

We simplify each of them along §1.10. The consequence is shown in 
succeeding subsections. 

4.3. Euler-Darboux equation 

Firstly, consider the radial part of V = V r,r• itself. Since Pc = 
P+ + P-, Vis decomposed into V + + \7 _ canonically. Set Xij+) = Xi1 , 

Xij-) = Xji• Then in view of (1.8), the radial part of V ± is computed 
as follows: 

Proposition 4.1. Denote T = Td 01 and T± = 1 0 r* 0 Ad±. Then 

( 4.18) 
i=l,2,j=3,4 

where 

± 1( 2 1 2 * 2 2) 7;_3 = 2 81 =f sh(a1)- r(Z13) + cth(a1)(2 =f r±(Z13)) + D sh(a1) , 

± 1 ( 2 -1 2 * 2 2 ) 'Tz4 = 2 82 =f sh(a2) r(Z24) + cth(a2)(2 =f r±(Z24)) - D sh(a2) , 

± 1 ( 1 2 7;_4 = ± D ch(a1) sh(a2)r(e:,J + sh(a1) ch(a2)r(e:i:J 

+ sh( a 2) ch( a2)T:±: ( e~) + sh(a1) ch( a 1)r:±: ( e~)), 

Tz1 = =f ~ (sh(a1) ch(a2)r(ei) + ch(a1) sh(a2)r(e;J 

+ sh(a1) ch(a1)r±(ei) + sh(a2) ch(a2)r±(e;J). 

Operating p[-l,l;-2] to (4.18), one has the system of difference
differential equations in terms of the components Ck1 ;k2 := C(k1 ,o;k2 ,o) of 
<I>1rpJ. Eventually, the explicit formula of ( 4.16) reads 

(4.19) 2(k1 + 1)2 sh(ai) ch(a2)D-1ck1 +1;k,-1 

= -k2(81 +'i'1,+sh(ai)-1 -')'2,-cth(a1)2 

+ (k1 + l)sh(ai)D-1)ck 1 ;k2 , 

2(k2 + 1)2ch(a1)sh(a2)D-1ck1 -l;k2 +1 

= k1 (82 - ')'1,- sh(a~)-1 + ')'2,+ cth(a2)2 

- (k2 + l)sh(a~)D-1)ck1 ;k2 
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with 'Yi,±= 'Yi,±,k,,k2 = (k1 - k2 ± (-l)i(2po - m))/2. Consulting (1.2), 
we see that (4.19) are equivalent to 

(4.20) ( (81 + 1'1,+ sh(aD-1 - 1'2,- cth(aD + (k1 + 1) sh(aDn-1) 

· (82 - ')'1,- sh(a~)-1 + ')'2,+ cth(a~) - (k2 + 1) sh(a~)n-1) 

+ k1(k2 + 1) sh(aD sh(a~)n-2)ck,;k2 = 0. 

Set ck,;k2 (a) = ch(a1)A+ ch(a2)A-hk, (a) with A± = (u ± (k1 - k2))/2. 
(Note that k1 + k2 = r + s.) Then it is rewritten in terms of hk, as 

(4.21) (8182 - (k2 + l)sh(a~)D-181 + (k1 + l)sh(aDD-18:2)hk, = 0. 

The case of m = 0 is slightly different. Because of the lack of non
compact roots which make the corner K-type vanish, we use another 
equation generated by the composition of two Schmid operators. The 
resulting equation is the same as such mentioned above. 

4.4. Poisson equation 
Next consider ( 4.17). Put Fi = Ei - t Ei and 

D· _ a1a2 a1 a2 i = , , { ± -1 -1 . 3 4 

•,± - aif a2 ± a2/a1 i = 5, 6. 

The radial part of the Casimir operator is obtained by a similar calcu
lation: 

Proposition 4.2. It holds for</> E C 00 (A) that 

(4.22) 

PA(O)</> = ( L ( 8; + 2(cth(an + (-l)i-l sh(a;)D-1)8i 
i=l,2 

+ sh(a;)-2 ( (r(Fi)2 + r*(Fi)2) + 2ch(a;)(r 18) r*)(Fi))) 

+ L 2n:;:':. (r(Fi)2 + Di,+(T 18) r*)(Fi) + r*(Fi)2) 
i=3, ... ,6 

Hence the equations satisfied by ck,;k2 result from (4.22). Taken hk, 
in place of ck,;k2 , they finally become 

(4.23) (8; + 8? + 2(-1'1,+ sh(aD-1 + (1'2,- + 1) cth(aD + sh(aDn-1 

+ k2 cth(a1)(sh(a1)2 + sh(a2)2)n-1 )81 
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+ 2(1'1,- sh(aD-1 + (l- 'Y2,+) cth(aD - sh(a~)n-1 

- k1 cth(a2)(sh(a1)2 + sh(a2)2)D-1)8:2 + x'(1rpJ))hk1 = 0 

with x'(1rpJ) = x(1rpJ) + 2m + (2po - m)(2po - m - 8)/2. 

4.5. Integral representation of solutions 
Now we introduce new variables Y1, Y2 by Yi= -sh(ai)2. Then the 

above equations (4.20), (4.23) for h1i:1 are rewritten as follows. 

Theorem 4.3. Let Yi = - sh(ai)2 for (a1, a2) EA. Then, 

1. (Euler-Darboux equation) 

(__!:..__ k2+l 8 + k1+l 8 )hk =0 
8y18Y2 Y1 - Y2 8y1 Y1 - Y2 8y2 1 ' 

2. (Poisson equation) 

( 4Y1 (Y1 - 1) 8
82

2 + 4y2(Y2 - 1) 8
82

2 + x(1rpJ) 
Y1 Y2 

+ 2( b2,- + 2)(2y1 - 1) + 'Y1,+ + 2s1(Y1, Y2)) 8!1 

+ 2( (2 - 'Y2,+)(2y2 - 1) + 'Yl,- + 2S2(Y1, Y2)) 8: 2 ) hk1 = 0. 

Here we put Si(Y1, Y2) = (2yi + ki1 (Y1 + Y2))(Yi - l)(Yi - Yi' )-1 for 
(i,i') = (1,2), (2,1). 

This system is quite similar to that of Iida ([7, Proposition 8.1]). 
We obtain an analogous integral formula. 

Theorem 4.4. 

hk = Co 11 2F1(µ+, µ_; 2; -sh(a1)2t - sh(a2)2(1 - t)) tk(l - t)m-k dt. 

withµ±= (m - Po+ 3 ± v)/2 and a constant Co· 

§5. Matrix coefficients: the middle discrete series 

Let 7rA (A~ Sm U S1v) be a middle discrete series representation of 
G (§1.7). Then, the Blattner parameter of 7rA in A E Sm (resp. A E S1v) 
is A+ [1, -1; 0] (resp. A+ [-1, 1; 0]). We only treat the case A= [r -
l, s + l; u] E Sm as the other case (A E S1v) is similar. 
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We take as 'T/ in §1.8 a minimal K-type 7 of 7rA and consider the 
spherical function <I> A = <I>7l",T,T*. As seen in §1.9, v' T,T* <I> A vanishes when 
it is projected by P 6 (8 E {[l,1;±2], [1,-1;±2]}). These differential 
equations characterize spherical functions <I>A ([26, Theorem Al). 

Write <I>A(a) = Z:M cM(a)fkd\ 0 Jt/ for M = (k1, li; k2, Z2), d* = 
1, 1 2, 2 

[r, s; -u] as in §4.1. As is done in §4.3, the radial parts 

(5.24) P6 0 PA(v' T,T* )<I> A = 0 (8 E {[l, l; ±2], [1, -1; ±2]}) 

are computed exactly using Proposition 4.1. Accordingly the system 
of difference-differential equations for CM is found by an elementary but 
rather tediously long calculation to reduce the system into simpler forms 
step by step. Here we only write the final step. 

For simplicity, put 

and use the following notation 

Then one has, 

aP = (cth(a1)a1 + cth(a2)a2)/2, 

at= (cth(a1)a1 - cth(a2)a2)/4. 

We obtain the system of differential-difference equations of cM(a) (hence, 
of cM(a)) from the radial part of (5.24). For instance, CM satisfies 

(ap - li)cM = l2PC(k1 ,li;k2 +l,l 2 -l) + lic(k1,li-l;k2+lh) (r f k2), 

therefore, it can be written in the form 

li+b 
(5.25) CM(a) = L (-1r-k1-lipli+b-iSM,i(t). 

i=O 

For simplicity we denote 

at{u; k} =at+ u/4 + k(t + l)(t - 1)-1 /2, 

Z±(t) = tl/2 ±rl/2. 

Comparing the coefficients as a polynomial of p, one can derive the 
following from the system. 
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Lemma 5.1. 1. If O ::; k2 < r, then, 

(5.27) 2z_(t)8t{u; k2 + l}sM,i = 2k1s(k1-1,h;k2+1h),i 

+ l2(28 (k1,li;k2+1h-l),i-1 - z+(t) 8 {k1,li;k2+1h-l),i) 

- li (z+( t)s(k1,li-l;k2+lh),i-l - 2s(k1,li-l;k2+lh),i), 

(5.28) (s - b + l)sM,i+l = (s - li)s(k1,h+i;k2h-1),i 

+ (s - h - i)s(k1,li;k2+1h-1),i+l - (li - i)z+(t)s(k1,!i;k2+1h-1),i 

+ (2li + l2 - S - i)s(k1,h;k2+1h-1),i-1· 

2. If 0::; k1 < r, then, 

(5.30) 2z_(t)8t{-u; k1 + l}sM,i = 2k2s(k1+1,!1;k2-lh),i 

+ li (2s(k1 +l,h-l;k2,!2),i-l - z+(t) 8(k1 +1,h-l;k2,!2),i) 

- l2(z+(t)s(k1 +1,!1;k2h-l),i-l - 2s(k1 +1,li;k2h-l),i), 

(5.31) (s - li + l)sM,i+l = (s - l2)S(k1,l1-l;k2h+l),i 

+ (s - li - i)s(k1 +1,h-l;k2h),i+l - (b - i)z+(t)s(k1 +1,li-l;k2.12),i 

+ (2l2 + li - s - i)s(k1 +1,11 -1;k2h),i-1 • 

69 

5.1. Peripheral entries and Gaussian hypergeometric func
tions 

First assume that li = l2 = 0. We simply write Sk1,k2 = S(k1,o;k2,o),o• 

By (5.27) and (5.30), it follows 

z_ (t)8t{ u; k2 + I }sk1;k2 - k1Sk1-l;k2+1 = 0, 

z_(t)8t{-u; k1 + l}Sk1;k2 - k2Sk1+1;krl = 0. 

Because r + s = k1 + k2 , it becomes 

( 82 r + s + 2 t +Ia u(k1 - k2) t + I "/d;k1,k2) - 0 
t + 2 t - I t + 8 t - I + 16 Ski;k2 -
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with "/d;k1 ,k2 (r + s + 2)2 - (k1 - k2)2 - u2. This is a Gaussian 
hypergeometric differential equation. Its Riemann's P-scheme is: 

1 
0 

-(r + s + 1) 

For later use, let <I> ( m1, m2) = <I> ( m 1, m2; u; t) be a regular function 
around 1 having the P-scheme 

with condition 

1 
0 

-(m1 +m2 + 1) 

We also write <I>(m) = <I>(m, r + s - m) for simplicity. Then it follows 
S(ki,O;k2 ,o),o = co<I>(k1) (co: a constant) since the matrix coefficients are 
regular at 1 E G. 

5.2. Reduction of general coefficients BM,i 

To describe general solutions, we introduce the notion of height h 
and bias b. Write M = (k1, li; k2, l2) as before. Define h = h(M, i) = 
min(i, li, Z2, li + Z2 - i), lmin = min(li, Z2), lmax = max(l1, Z2) and 

b = b(M,i) = {~sgn(b - li)) · (i - lmin) 

Z2 -li 

Then one has the following: 

Proposition 5.2. It holds that 

b+h 

i :S Zmin, 

Zmin :S i :S Zmax, 

Zmax :Si. 

(5.32) sM,i = L Q1 (-z+)<I>(k1 +li + j) 
j=b-h 

for a polynomial Q1(t) = Q1(M,i;t) of degree h- lj - bl satisfying 

In fact, Q1(t) depends only on li and b. 
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5.3. Polynomials Qj(z+) 
Proposition 5.2 says that Qj is in the form 

Qj(z+) = L /3rn(M,i,j)z!-lil-2rn_ 
rn:2:0 

By the difference equations of Qi deduced from (5.28), those of f3rn(M, i, j) 
are obtained by comparing the coefficient of z!-ljl-2rn as follows: If 
i < lmin, j 2'. 0, then 

(5.33) (s - i + l)i/3rn(M,i,j) 

= (s - li)b/3rn(M + (0, 1; 0, -1), i - 1,j - 1) 

+ h(s - b - i + 1)/3rn-1(M + (0, -1; 1, 0), i - 1,j + 1) 

+ (li - i + l)b/3rn(M + (0, 0; 1, -1), i - 1,j) 

+ (2li + l2 - s - i + l)l2/3rn-1(M + (0, 0; 1, -1), i - 2,j). 

If j < 0, then 

(5.34) (s - i + l)i/3rn(M,i,j) 

= (s - Zi)l2/3rn-1(M + (0, 1; 0, -1), i -1,j -1) 

+ li(s - l2 - i + 1)/3rn(M + (0, -1; 1, 0), i - 1,j + 1) 

+ (li - i + l)l2/3rn(M + (0,0; 1,-1),i -1,j) 

+ (2li + l2 - s - i + l)b/3rn-1(M + (0, 0; 1, -1), i - 2,j). 

Its solution is in the following, which is proved by induction. 

Proposition 5.3. Assume that 0 :S: li + b :S: s,i < lmin· Then, 

/3rn=arn(M;i,j)f(. s-li )(. s-b )(s-i+n) 
n=O J+ + m - n J- + m - n n 

for 

. . (i - ljl - m) ( i )-l (s)-l ( [i ) ( b ) arn(M; i,J) = . . . . . , 
m m i i - J+ - m i - J- - m 

where J± = max{±j, O}. 

The results for s :S: li + b is also obtained similarly. 
One can check that each f3rn(M, i, j) are well defined and are nonzero 

ifand only if i-ljl-2m 2: 0, li -i+ J++m 2: 0 and b-i+ j_ +m 2: 0. 
Consequently, 
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Theorem 5.4. Let 7fA be a middle discrete series representation with 
A= [r - 1, s + 1; u] E Sm, and T = Td the minimal K-type of 1fA with 
d = [r,s;u]. For a (T,T*)-matrix coefficient <I>1r,T,T*, put 

<I>1r,T,T*(g) = L C(k1,li;k2,b)(g) fk1,li;k2h· 
k1,li; k2,l2 

Then, cM(a) (M = (k1, Zi; k2, l2)) is zero unless k1 + Zi + k2 + l2 = r + s 
and the explicit formula is given by the following: 

1. Suppose that li +lz ~ s. The matrix coefficients Ck1 ,l 1 ; k2h(a1, a2) 
can be expressed as follows: 

CM(a1, a2) = eo(-1r-k1 -Ii (sh(ai) sh(a2))s-li-12 

x 
1
~

2 
(ch(a1) ch(a2))-(r+s+Z)/2+li+l2-i (;J (;JC:) C:) 

h [h-21; 1 ] h-ljl-2m 
x L (-1t-l1I L f3m(M, i,j + b) (ch(a1) + ch(a2)) 

j=-h m=O ch(a2) ch(a1) 

. . ch(a1) ( ( )2) x<I> k1+li+J+b,k2+l2-J-b;u; ch(az) , 

for b = b(M, i), h = h(M, i). 
2. Suppose thats< li +l2 ~ 2s. Let b' = b(M', i) and h' = h(M', i) 

for M' = (r - k1, s - l1; r - k2, s - lz). Then, 

CM(a1,a2) = co(-l)r-ki-li(sh(a1)sh(a2))-s+li+l2 

x 
1
~

2 
(ch(ai) ch(az))-(r+s+2)/2+Zs-!i-l2-i (;J (;JC:) C:) 

h 1 I ·1 
h' [---y2--] h'-IJl-2m 

x L (-1t'-l1I L f3m(M',i,j + b') (ch(ai) + ch(a2)) 
j=-h' m=O ch(a2) ch(ai) 

( . , . , (ch(a1)) 2) x <I> k2 + l2 + J + b , k1 + li - J - b ; -u; ch( az) . 

§6. Further problems and some comments 

The spherical functions for R = K, R =SO(()• Ns and R = Nm 
are different realizations of the same n. We have two natural problems 
among these realizations: 
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1. The change of the holonomic systems of spherical functions with 
corner K-type with respect to the change of R (K - SO(~) IX 

Ns - Nm), seems the confluence process of the singularity. Is 
there any natural geometric formulation of the process in terms 
of the deformation of Rand their representations? 

2. Find the integral kernel to represent the intertwining operator 
from one realization of 7r in Indi, (111) to another in Indi2 (112), 
for different (R;, 17i) (i = 1, 2). 

Because the (restricted) root system of Sp(2; JR) is the same as that 
of SU(2, 2), the spherical functions of the both groups are very similar. 
So we give recent literature on the spherical functions on Sp(2; JR); it 
is mainly concerned about the principal PJ-series and the large discrete 
series: 

R = Nm, 'f/ nondegenerate character: (21] for the large discrete 
series, (16] for the principal PJ-series. Also in a different context, 
Niwa (20] gives an integral formula for the class-I principal series. 
The holonomic system for the principal series is obtained by [15]. 

R = Nm, dim("I) = oo: Narita (18] for the holomorphic discrete 
series. 

R:) Ns, 17 definite character: Miyazaki (14]. Also Niwa [19] 
gives an integral formula for the class-I principal series. 

R:) NJ, dim('f/) = oo: Hirano [6]. 
R = K: Iida [7] for the principal PJ-series, 
R = SL(2) X SL(2), 'f/ unitary: Moriyama [17]. 

The first named author also works on the case G = SU(2, 2), R = 
Sp(2; JR) for the principal Prseries (in preparation). The last named 
author find an explicit formula for the A-radial part of the matrix coeffi
cients with minimal K-type of the large discrete series of Sp(2; JR) quite 
recently (in preparation). The similar result for the large discrete series 
of SU(2, 2) is very probable. 

We should also mention that in view of the isogenies SU(2, 2) ~ 
SO( 4, 2) and Sp(2; JR) ~ SO(3, 2), some generalization of our results 
to the general orthogonal group SO(n, 2) is probable. For example we 
believe the matrix coefficients of the principal PJ-series and the middle 
discrete series of SO(2n, 2) resembles to those of SU(2, 2). 
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